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1.	Significance and Purpose of
Study

the North Korean economy appears to have entered

1.1	Background and Purpose of Study

between August and September 2020. While North

While the inter-Korean relationship and economic

international community including the destruction

cooperation has improved after the 2018. 4. 27

of the Kaeseong Inter-Korean Liaison Office in 2020.

Inter-Korean Summit, worsening relations between

6. 16, it raced to stabilize public opinion through

North Korea and the United States of America

various measures including flood damage recovery

since 2019 and the influence of COVID-19 in 2020

projects involving all party officials and the 75th

has led the inter-Korean relationship to slow down

anniversary military parade. This provides North

to a stalemate. At the same time, in the midst of

Korea with an opportunity to improve its public

the COVID-19 pandemic, the Korean government

relations and work on economic development with

continues to aim for cooperation with North Korea

future changes in the surrounding conditions.

a period of decline due to international sanctions,
COVID-19 lockdowns, and massive flood damage
Korea has shown an aggressive attitude toward the

in disease control and tourism, making use of
st

For economic development of low-income

the ruling party’s victory in the 2020 21 general

countries such as North Korea, preliminary

elections as a foundation for this.

establishment of a transportation logistics system has

Currently, after the February 2019 North

been proven to be successful in many other countries,

Korea-US summit in Hanoi, North Korea shows

including South Korea. Therefore, it is necessary to

the possibility of returning to its past attitudes with

make the currently existing transportation logistics

its closed national operations and with termination

system in North Korea more effective and modern.

of past inter-Korean agreements. At the same time,

If this contributes to the economic development
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of North Korea, and if this provides long-term
infrastructure for development, it will be an effective

1.3	Difference from Previous Research

means to reduce the immense cost expected in the

Research on the transportation logistics system

case of active inter-Korean economic collaboration

within North Korea has been rare in Korea, and

and integration. As a result, it is necessary to establish

previous research focused on connecting North

an effective transportation logistics system across the

Korea with South Korea, China, and Russia.

Korean peninsula through diagnosis of the currently

Additionally, instead of taking all modes of

existing transportation logistics system in North

transportation into consideration, previous studies

Korea and its problems. As a result, we conducted

covered methods to establish a logistics system

this study to establish a transportation logistics

focusing on the connection between hubs according

system between the regions of North Korea, which

to sector such as railway, highway, and harbor.

is a key piece of infrastructure for the economic
development of North Korea.

In this study, through an examination and
analysis of the logistics system between the
economic hubs and major Jangmadangs within

1.2	Scope and Method of Study

North Korea, we sought for a method to establish

In this study, we set the spatial scope of our study to

future development of the North Korean economy.

be North Korea, and included South Korea, China,

As information on the transportation logistics

and Russia with regard to cooperation among

network within North Korea is scarce, we assessed

Northeast Asian countries in the transportation

its recent status through various media outlets

sector. We used currently existing literature

and publications on the North Korean market.

and media to assess the changes in the North

Additionally, we interviewed Korean residents

Korean economy and its logistics. Additionally,

who had escaped from North Korea and surveyed

we examined the transportation logistics system

international experts on North Korea and the

between regions of North Korea with a focus on

transportation logistics system there.

a transportation logistics systems useful for the

economic units such as regional Jangmadangs,
which are popular in North Korea, run both
officially and unofficially. At the same time, because
availability of information on the transportation
logistics system of North Korea is limited due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, we enhanced the credibility
of our information on the current logistics system of
North Korea through a survey of previous visitors
to North Korea by contacting experts outside of
Korea. Afterwards, we established a strategy to
set up a more effective logistics network between

2. Major Findings
2.1	The Situation Surrounding Economic
Development and Establishment of a
Transportation Logistics System in North
Korea and the Necessity Thereof
2.1.1	Recent economic conditions of North Korea and
their characteristics

economic hubs for the economic development of

In 2019, the gross national income (GNI) of North

North Korea, and proposed relevant future projects.

Korea was 35,561.6 billion KRW, approximately
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1.8% of that of South Korea (1,935,715.1 billion
Onsong

KRW). As a result of nuclear weapon tests leading
to continued international sanctions against North

Hoeryong

Korea, negative economic growth is becoming more

Ch’ongjin

Samjiyon

severe, with an economic growth of –3.5% in 2017

Kyongsong
Hyesan

and –4.1% in 2018.

Manpo

As of 2019, the service sector comprises the
(34.1%), followed by mining and manufacturing

Kilju

Kanggye
Songgan

largest proportion of the North Korean economy

Kimch’aek

Chonchon

Danchon

Sakju
Sinuiju

Uiju

Chongju

(21.2%). International trade has continuously led to

Kaech’on
Anju

Kujang
Tokch’on
Pukch’ang

Ch’ongnam

Sukch’on
P’yongwon

deficits in the 2010s; while trade deficits for North

Taedong
Nampo

Korea were 1.15 billion USD in 2010, this doubled

Sinhung

Huichon
Kusong

(29.6%) and agriculture, fishing, and forestry

Songchon

Pyongsong
P’yongyang

Sungho

Sinp’o
Hongwon
Chongp’yong

Hamhung

Kumya
Ch’onnae

Sudong

Hoech’ang

Riwon
Pukchong

Munch’on
Wonsan

0.2-0.5 million
population

≥ 1 million
population

0.1-0.2 million
population

0.5-1 million
population

≤ 0.1 million
population

Directly governed city/
Special city/Provincial capital

Songrim
Sariwon

over eight years to 2.36 billion USD in 2018.

P’yongsan
Haeju

As it is not possible to obtain the gross regional
domestic product (GRDP) of North Korea to
obtain information on the scale of North Korean
cities, we assessed the population size according
to administrative district on the basis of the 2008
North Korean census and changes in administrative
districting up to 2020. Additionally, we applied

Paech’on
Kaesong

Figure 1. Cities in North Korea
1)	Based on National Geographic Information Institute (2016), 「Map of
Korea」, https://www.ngii.go.kr/world/mapdownload05.html(Obtained
2020.06.05.)
2)	Based on Korean Statistical Information Service, 「Population according
to Do/Si/Kuyok/Kun, Urban/Rural Area, Sex(2014.06.09.)」, http://kosis.
kr/statHtml/statHtml.do?orgId=101&tblId=DT_IZGI05_002&conn_
path=I2(Obtained 2020.08.20.)

Table 1. Distribution of employees by sector and administrative district in North Korea (2008)
Region

Rason

Musan

Secondary sector

Primary sector

Mining

Manufacture

(1,000 people)

Tertiary sector

Total

Ryanggang

127

34.7%

23

6.2%

52

14.3%

164

44.8%

367

100.0%

Hamnam

377

30.7%

92

7.5%

319

26.0%

439

35.8%

1,226

100.0%

Hambuk

642

40.2%

122

7.6%

340

21.3%

494

30.9%

1,598

100.0%

Kangwon

314

42.2%

22

2.9%

132

17.8%

276

37.1%

745

100.0%

Chagang

228

33.0%

21

3.1%

223

32.2%

219

31.6%

692

100.0%

Pyongbuk

603

41.3%

59

4.0%

370

25.4%

427

29.3%

1,458

100.0%

Pyongnam

677

31.5%

259

12.0%

580

27.0%

635

29.5%

2,150

100.0%

Hwangbuk

497

45.6%

42

3.9%

221

20.3%

328

30.1%

1,089

100.0%

Hwangnam

697

58.1%

41

3.4%

166

13.9%

295

24.6%

1,200

100.0%

Pyongyang

225

13.5%

37

2.3%

479

28.8%

920

55.4%

1,661

100.0%

Total

4,387

36.0%

718

5.9%

2,883

23.7%

4,197

34.4%

12,185

100.0%

Data from 2008; Nampo included in Pyongnam, Rason in Hambuk, Kaesong in Hwangbuk
1) Based on Central Bureau of Statistics(2009), D.P.R. Korea 2008 Population Census
2)	Based on p.120 of Presidential Committee on Regional Development(2015) 『Basic Research on the Current Regional Development in North Korea (북한
의 지역발전 현황에 관한 기초연구)』
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Article 7 of the Korean Local Autonomy Act

that the construction of the Wonsan-Hamhung

to include Kun regions with urban areas of a

highway was begun between late 2010 and early

population size greater than 50,000 and with a

2011, immediately before the takeover by Kim

population size greater than 150,000, with at least

Jong-un. The North Korean ‘Comprehensive Plan

40,000 people in urban areas in our analysis as

for the Wonsan area’, disclosed June 2013, included

cities. Accordingly, we identified a total of 56 major

this highway. On the other hand, while a highway

cities in North Korea.

between Pyongyang and Anju is currently installed

The 2008 North Korean census, conducted with
the cooperation of UNDP, provides information

as a part of the Pyongyang-Hyangsan highway,
highways do not exist between Anju and Sinuiju.

on population size according to occupation. We

North Korea is also in the process of expanding

summarized the number of people employed in

its airport infrastructure for growth of the tourism

each sector by region through classifying census

industry and for income from foreign sources.

th

data according to the 9 Korean Standard Industry

After the launch of the modernization project for

Code. We found that 36.0% of the population

Pyongyang International Airport in July 1, 2015,

was employed in the primary sector. Of the

North Korea has completed its modernization of

people employed in the secondary sector, 5.9%

Kalma airport and opened the airport in November

worked in the mining industry and 23.7% in the

2015. In October 2014, North Korea ordered

manufacturing industry. 34.4% of the population

the construction of airports in each province, and

was employed in the tertiary sector.

embarked on the renovation and expansion of
Samjiyon and Orang airports for tourists heading

2.1.2	Recent state and characteristics of the
transportation logistics system in North Korea

to Paektu and Ch’ilbo mountains. At the same
time, North Korea attempted to increase revenue in

The North Korean transportation system focuses on

the tourism industry through domestic airlines for

railroads, with roads supplementing them. Since April

foreign tourists and upper-class citizens.

2011, immediately before the takeover by Kim Jong-

In the marine logistics sector, a marked change

un, North Korea has repaired the Pukbunaeryuk

was the 2012 opening of Tanch’on harbor. At the

Line (former Hyesan Ch’ongnyon line). It has

same time, a 5t crane was produced at Nampo

conducted government projects to modernize major

harbor in 2016, and North Korea embarked

railroad lines and introduced new railroad lines

upon production of 45t container cranes. While

such as the 2018 Koam-Tapch’on railroad line.

the marine logistics sector was a direct target of

Additionally, the North Korean Ministry of Railways

2017 sanctions against North Korea, North Korea

is conducting the project to increase rail weight and

has continuously expanded its harbor capacity,

construct railway communication networks.

including the installation of new cranes on Nampo

After railway logistics transportation became

harbor between 2018 and 2019.

heavily saturated in 1980, North Korea turned
its attention to road transportation, planning the
construction of Wonsan-Hamhung and PyongyangSinuiju highways. Among these two, we assume

2.1.3	Conditions and characteristics of economic
development in North Korea
In January 2011, North Korea announced the
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establishment of the ‘10 Year Plan for

Onsong-som

National Economic Development’

Kyongwon

and of the government organization
Development’. While North Korea opened

Ch’ongjin
Hyesan

its airports in 2015 after its modernization
project with a target of 15 million visitors a
Wiwon

While North Korea has not announced
follow-up plans to the 3 five-year plan
after its conclusion in 1993, it announced

Ch’ongsu
Sinuiju

Pukch’ong

Amrokkang
≥ 1 million population
0.5-1 million population

Hwanggumpyong, Wihwa-do

Directly governed city/Special city/Provincial capital

Hungnam

the ‘Five-year Strategy for National

0.2-0.5 million population

Ch’ongnam

0.1-0.2 million population

Sukch’on

th

Economic Development’ in the 7 party

Unchong
Kangnam

assembly of 2016. Major goals in the

Wau-do

Songrim
Chin-do

railroad transportation sector include: the

Wonsan-Kumgangsan
Hyondong

Sinpyong

Kumgangsan

Industrial devleopment zone

Central development zone

Tourist development zone

Regional development zone

Agricultural development zone

Advanced technology development zone

and safety of railroad transportation;
factories and companies; development

≤ 0.1 million population

Export development zone

assurance of speed, accuracy, smoothness,
technological improvements for railroad

Orang

Manpo

year, other sectors have had little progress.
rd

Rason

Mubong

‘Directorate General of National Economic

Kangryong

Figure 2. Economic Development Zones and major cities in North
Korea

and production of modern railroad

1)	Based on National Geographic Information Institute (2016), 「Map of Korea」, https://
www.ngii.go.kr/world/mapdownload05.html(Obtained 2020.06.05.)

transportation equipment, and construction

2)	Based on Central Bureau of Statistics(2009), D.P.R. Korea 2008 Population Census, pp.
18-22

of complete railroad networks; increase
in rail weight and speed; modernization
of railroad facilities and equipment; and

3)	Based on Foreign Languages Publishing House (2018), 『Major Economic Regions of
the DPRK (조선민주주의인민공화국 주요경제지대들)』, p. 8, as cited in Jongwon Seo and
Sungwon Choi (2018), 『Northeast Asia, North Korea Transportation Issue Paper』,
2019-08, p. 7

introduction of information technology to
management and operation.
In the November 2018 publication, ‘Major
economic areas of the DPRK’, North Korea

Haeju and Anju industrial regions in the west, Anju
industrial region, and the Kimch’aek and Wonsan
industrial regions in the eat.

included 27 economic development zones: 8

The introduction of markets into North Korea

central and 19 local locations. On the other hand,

originates from the ‘farmer’s market’, opened

industrial regions in North Korea may be classified

legally from the late 1950s, which evolved to a

into large and small industrial regions according

large illegitimate black market in the mid-1990s

to the size of the geographic area. Large industrial

due to intensified economic disarray. The number

regions include the Pyongyang and Nampo

of participants and supply of goods in the market

industrial regions in the west, Sinuiju industrial

expanded after the 7.1. Measure to Improve

region, Hamhung and Ch’ongjin industrial regions

Economic Management in 2002 and the permission

in the east, and Kanggye industrial region in the

of official markets. While North Korea renewed its

inland area. Small industrial regions include the

suppression of market activity in the late 2000s,
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the North Korean government ordered the drafting

national land plan, South Korea has presented

of a Measure to Improve Economic Management

objectives for inter-Korean and global cooperation

in December 2011, immediately after the takeover

in each sector. Additionally, the Moon government,

by Kim Jong-un. Through this, North Korea

inaugurated in 2017, proposed a ‘New Economic

became a more favorable environment for markets,

Map of the Korean Peninsula’ as a reunification

with the measure including markets in the North

policy. This adopted the core vision of an economic

Korean economic system, increasing autonomy

community on the Korean peninsula with a focus

of corporations, farms and trade businesses, and

on the implementation of previously agreed projects

providing a legal basis for these changes.

between South and North Korea, and moving on to

Foreign goods within North Korean markets are
imported through Sinuiju, Manpo, Hyesan, Musan,

collaboration with the northern economic regions
and Eurasian countries.

Hoeryong, Onsong (Namyang) on the border with

As a part of its national transport infrastructure

China and through Wonsan and Ch’ongjin on the

policy, China has presented the 13th five-year plan

coast. At the initial stages of market expansion,

and the One Belt and One Road policies. The 13th

primary suppliers of consumer goods in North

five-year plan proposes reinforced routes in the

Korean markets were generally those who returned

midwestern and northeastern regions, and the

from other countries, Chinese-Koreans, Korean-

construction of ‘10 vertical and 10 horizontal’

Chinese, and people with connections to China,

new routes. As a part of the One Belt and One

with cities on the border with China serving as hubs

Road policy, an economic corridor between China,

for distribution of goods in the market. However,

Mongolia, and Russia in the northeastern region

in the 2000s, trade corporations became major

close to the Korean peninsula was presented, and a

suppliers of consumer goods, with Pyongsong on

construction plan for a corridor between Dandong

the west coast and Ch’ongjin on the east coast

and Busan was proposed by the Liaoning regional

serving as hubs.

government in 2018. At the same time, the three
northeastern provinces proposed the ‘Strategy

2.1.4	Transportation and logistics of major Northeast
Asian countries and major visions
Based on the Framework Act on the National

for promotion of northeastern regions’ and the
‘Chang-ji-tu project’ as regional transportation
infrastructure and development strategies.

Land and the National Transport System Efficiency

Following the 2009 confirmation of the

Act, South Korea has established a comprehensive

‘Socioeconomic development strategy for the Baikal

national land plan, national core transport network

region up to 2025’, Russia established the Ministry

plan, and other plans according to subgroups of the

for the Development of the Russian Far East and

transportation and logistics sector. Additionally,

Arctic in May 2012. Afterwards, Russia introduced

based on the construction of foundations for

and implemented various laws for the development

expansion upon inter-Korean exchange and

of the eastern regions, such as the 2015 federal

collaboration, and on the reinforcement of

act concerning the Territories of Advanced Social

foundations for cooperation with Eurasian and

and Economic Development and the federal act

Pacific regions as stated in the comprehensive

concerning the Vladivostok Free Harbor. As of
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2019, there are 20 Territories of Advanced Social

of railroads, roads, river transportation, marine

and Economic Development in total.

transportation, and air transportation are 1.3%,
26.8%, 19.0%, 52.5%, and 0.4%, respectively.

2.1.5	Case study: construction of transport logistics
systems through regime change

2.2	Analysis of the Current Transportation
Logistics Network Between Major Economic
Hubs and Zones of North Korea

As cases for the construction of transport logistics
systems through regime change, we have examined
Germany and Vietnam.
In the case of Germany, the proportion of road

Major economic hubs of North Korea can be

cargo transport decreased around reunification,

identified according to the size of the city, location

and cargo transport was redirected to inland river

of industrial regions, and development targets for

transport, air transport, and marine transport,

the North Korean government, all of which we

which could be operated with relatively low

have examined in the previous sections.

investment into infrastructure. As a result of 37.9

We identified ten regions including the

million EUR being invested into VDE
between 1991 and late 2019, passenger

Hyesan

Railroad 250km 10:00

Rason

transport in Germany through roads

Railroad 86km 3:26
First-class road 99km 2:28

decreased from 82.7% to 78.3%, but

Kanggye

Railroad 226km 9:02

railroad transport increased from 6.2%

Railroad 219km 8:45
First-class road 240km 6:00

to 8.2%, and air transport to 3.2%. With

Railroad 251km 10:02

regard to cargo transport, the contribution
of roads has decreased from 52.2% to

transport from 20.2% to 21.2%.
Vietnam is a major Asian country
experiencing a regime change, with a cargo

Sinuiju

system focused on road transportation
being constructed. The relative share of
railroads in passenger transport as of 2019
is 1.4%; roads, river transportation, and
air transportation have respectively 63.1%,
2.1%, and 33.4% shares, with the share of
air transportation approximately doubled
compared to that in 1995. With regard to
cargo transportation, the relative shares

Railroad 189km 7:33

Railroad 217km 8:40

First-class road 223km 5:34

First-class road 241km 6:01

Sunch’on

Railroad
306km
12:14

Hamhung

Railroad 225km 9:00
First-class road 236km 5:54

Railroad 58km 2:19

Railroad 55km 2:12

Railroad 124km 4:57

First-class road 55km 1:50

Highway 44km 0:34

Nampo

First-class road 122km 3:03
Highway 199km 2:35

Pyongyang

First-class road 44km 1:06

Railroad 266km 10:38
First-class road 234km 5:51

Legends

Railroad
Highway
Economic base

Highway 155km 2:00
Railroad 187km 7:28
First-class road 189km 4:43

Haeju

Wonsan

First-class road

Railroad 164km 6:33
First-class road 140km 3:30

transportation system focused on marine
transportation and passenger transportation

Danch’on

First-class road 257km 6:25

43.4%, while railroad transport increased
from 27.6% to 35.4%, and marine

Ch’ongjin

Railroad
273km
10:55

Kaesong

Figure 3. Transportation logistics infrastructure connection map
between major economic hbs of North Korea
1)	Based on Educational Publishing House(2006), 『Map of routes and destinations』
2)	Joongang Ilbo, 「Driving through the Kaesong-Pyongyang highway five days before the
Inter-Korean summit(2007.09.27.)」, https://news.joins.com/article/2894642(Obtained
2020.06.19.)
3)	Based on Kim Wonjung(2007), 『Comparative analysis of the road traffic act of South
and North Korea』, p. 111
4)	Based on DailyNK, 「Official train timetable of North Korea reports 28
hours between Pyongyang and Ch’ongjin (2019.02.18.)」, https://www.
dailynk.com/%EB%B6%81%ED%95%9C-%EA%B3%B5%EC%8B%9D%EC%97%B4%EC%B0%A8-%EC%8B%9C%EA%B0%84%ED%91%9C%EB%B3%B4%EB%8B%88-%ED%8F%89%EC%96%91%EC%B2%AD%EC%A7%84-%EB%85%B8%EC%84%A0-%EC%95%BD28%EC%8B%9C/(Obtained 2020.06.19.)
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Pyongyang-Nampo- Sariwon region, Kaesong-

raw materials and goods traced: steel, other

Haejug region, Wonsan region, Hamhung region,

metals, electric power, cement, chemical fertilizer,

Danch’on region, Chongjin-Rason region, Hyesan

and fabric. For these six sectors, we assessed the

region, Kanggye region, Sinuiju region, and

transportation logistics network between source

Sunch’on region, and have examined the current

of raw materials and production facilities, and

transportation logistics system within and between

between production facilities and major hubs.

these regions. We have examined the current
population, area, major industry and development

2.3.2	Analysis of the logistics system in North Korea

plans, and infrastructure according to sector

and its problems according to survey by experts

(railroad, road, airport, and harbor) of each region.

For closer examination of the state of transportation

From our analysis of the connectivity of

and logistics in North Korea, we have conducted

transportation logistics infrastructure between

an expert survey and analysis on North Korean

major economic hubs, we discovered that most

residents and people who have visited North Korea.

bases are connected through railroad transportation

As the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic made in-person

and are located on the 13 major railway lines. In the

interviews difficult, we have outsourced the survey

case of roads, Pyongyang-Kaesong and Pyongyang-

and interview of two North Korean residents of

Wonsan are connected through highways, while

China and three Chinese citizens working with

Kanggye-Hyesan, Hyesan-Danch’on, Kaesong-

North Korea to Chinese experts. Additionally, we

Wo ndan, and S u n ch’o n -Ham h u n g ar e n o t

obtained information on logistics within North

connected through roads.

Korea according to the type of product with the
assistance of experts in North Korea and China.
We have focused on unplanned movement

2.3	Analysis of Current Transportation Logistics
Between Economic Hubs of North Korea
According to Industry

of logistics following market expansion, and our

2.3.1	Strategic industrial sectors in North Korea

and between different individuals, rather than

North Korea has identified electric power, coal,

between companies. To examine the modes of cargo

metal, and railroad transport industries as the four

transportation according to the type of goods, we

major sectors of its economy. However, these four

have identified five categories: raw materials, grains,

sectors do not encompass the entirety of North

foods, imported consumer goods, and domestic

Korea’s industries. As a result, it is necessary to

consumer goods. We examined the usage of different

examine the industrial sectors that will be important

modes of transportation between Pyongsong-

in future economic growth, focusing on the major

Ch’ongjin and each hub and between Sinuiju-Rason

sectors of the ‘10 major targets’.

and each hub. Finally, we examined the location of

survey focused on the transactions and movement
of logistics between companies and individuals

Hence, among the major industrial sectors

production and consumption for major exported and

included in the 1980 ten major targets, we

imported goods of North Korea, and the currently

examined six sectors for which industrial bases

used modes of transportation.

could be identified and the shipping routes of
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2.4	Targets and Future Plans for the Establishment
of a Transportation Logistics Network that
Contributes to Economic Development in
North Korea

into those requiring simultaneous development

2.4.1	Directions and considerations for the

(Nampo, Songrim, Ch’ongjin, Rason) as targets for

of railroads and highways, and those requiring
railroad development, according to geographic
conditions. We identified four airports (Pyongyang,
Wonsan, Samjiyon, Rason) and four harbors

establishment of a transportation logistics

development across North Korea. Additionally, we

network in North Korea

proposed the placement of logistics hub facilities

Previous studies have focused on vertical

according to function and size: national wholesale

transportation networks such as the Kyongui and

markets (Pyongsong, Hamhung, Ch’ongjin); import-

Tonghae lines, with the emphasis on connection to

export logistics complex (Sinuiju); agricultural

South Korea and to continental regions. However,

produce logistics complex (Sinuiju); industrial

our analysis indicates that the horizontal axis

goods logistics complex (Sunch’on), and a northern

between Pyongyang, Wonsan and Ch’ongjin
is in urgent need of development with
regard to economic development in North

Rason

Korea. Additionally, we have identified five

Rajin Harbor
Rason(New Airport)
Samjiyon

considerations with regard to special issues in

Ch’ongjin

North Korea: agreement with North Korean

Ch’ongjin Harbor

Hyesan

economic development strategy; agreement
with transportation and logistics strategy

Kanggye

of South Korea; feasibility with regard to
international sanctions against North Korea;

Danch’on

Sinuiju

connectivity to the transportation network

Hamhung

across Northeastern Asia; financial feasibility.

transportation logistics network that

Minor area hub

Sunch’on

Major railroads

Pyongsong

Pyongyang

2.4.2	Strategy for the establishment of a

Kalma

Pyongyang
Nampo

Wonsan

Arterial roads
Airport
Harbor
Comprehensive wholesale market

Songrim Harbor

Import/export logistics complex

Nampo Harbor

Agricultural produce logistics complex

Sariwon

contributes to economic development in
North Korea

Legends

Area hub

Industrial goods logistics complex
Inland logistics complex

Haeju

Kaesong

We proposed development strategies for
transportation and logistics in ten areas,
taking several factors into consideration
including balanced development, choices
made by the North Korean government, the
current economic and logistic conditions,

Figure 4. Development strategy for each economic hub area of
North Korea
1)	Based on National Geographic Information Institute (2016), 「Map of Korea」,
https://www.ngii.go.kr/world/mapdownload05.html(Obtained 2020.06.05.)
2)	Based on Educational Publishing House(2006), 『Map of routes and destinations』
3)	Based on Educational Publishing House(1988), 『Geography of Korea』, Logistics,
pp. 110-113

and the economic geographic conditions.

4)	Lee Seongwoo(2018), 「Directions for development of North Korean harbors for
integration and expansion of logistics in the Korean peninsula」, 『KDI Review of
North Korean Economy』 20:9, Korea Development Institute, p. 30

In particular, we classified these regions

5)	Based on Google Earth map (Obtained 2020.08.27.)
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Table 2. Development strategy according to the major economic hub areas
Area

Pyongyang,
Nampo,
Sariwon

Kaesong,
Haeju

Wonsan

Development strategy
•L
 argest economy and industrial complex
in North Korea; establishment of a
comprehensive transportation logistics
system
• S ongrim, Wawu-do, Chindo export
processing districts within the area;
development of international harbors

Development strategy for transportation logistics system
•M
 odernization and construction of connected
transportation system for Nampo and Songrim harbors
•C
 onnectivity with land transportation across North Korea
• S imultaneous development of road and railroad
•E
 xpansion of the largest wholesale market in Pyongsong
(nationwide logistics complex)

•D
 evelopment as the hub and center of
the North Korean transportation logistics
system

•M
 odernization of the Pyongyang Sunan Airport as a
gateway to the western area

•L
 argest agricultural area in North Korea;
development of agriculture

• S imultaneous development of road and railroad (increased
connectivity to northeastern area through maintenance and
repair of railroads)

• I nter-Korean border; expansion of interKorean collaboration, such as the Kaesong
industrial complex

•K
 ey area of interest for Kim Jong-un;
development of comprehensive tourist
district

•M
 ajor agricultural logistics complex
•C
 onnection of land transportation between South and
North Korea
•R
 oad transportation within area, focusing on tourism
• I ncreased connectivity to Pyongyang; priority on air
transportation
•M
 odernization of Wonsan Kalma airport as gateway to
eastern North Korea

Hamhung

Danch’on

• S econd largest city in North Korea;
development as major chemical industrial
area

•F
 ocus on railroad development

•D
 evelopment as a major mineral resource
source for North Korea

•R
 ailroad development for transportation of minerals and
agricultural produce

• S econdary wholesale market for eastern North Korea

•D
 anch’on harbor development for mineral export
•D
 evelopment as the largest trade hub of
northeastern North Korea
Ch’ongjin,
Rason

•R
 ailroad development for the facilitation of international
trade with China and Russia

• I nternational collaboration zone with China • M
 odernization of Rason and Ch’ongjin harbor,
and Russia
establishment of connected land transportation
•E
 xpansion of Ch’ongjin national wholesale market
•C
 onstruction of Rason airport as a gateway to northeastern
North Korea
•N
 orthern inland area of North Korea;
development as a tourist hub connected to
Paektusan

•M
 ountainous area; prioritize railroad development

Hyesan

Kanggye

•N
 orthern inland area of North Korea;
development as an industrial area

• I nland area; prioritize railroad development

Sinuiju

•B
 order to China; development as a trade
hub

•L
 argest trade logistics hub in North Korea

•P
 roximity to the Pyongyang area;
development as an industrial area

• S imultaneous development of road and railroad, focusing
on railroad

Sunch’on

•M
 odernization of Samjiyon airport as gateway to northern
North Korea

•L
 ogistics complex for the northern inland area

•L
 ogistics complex for industrial goods
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inland logistics complex (Kanggye). Additionally,

signed an agreement regarding transportation, and

for Pyongyang-Nampo-Sariwon, which is the main

the agreement only specifies travel via roads and

economic hub area for the western axis, and for

railroads in the border area. In particular, changes in

Wonsan, which is the main economic hub area

the inter-Korean relationship and in the environment

for the eastern axis, we presented a detailed plan

of economic cooperation since the agreement in the

for the establishment of a transportation logistics

2000s, as well as future situations that may follow

system, including internal road networks.

the flow of transportation and logistics between South
and North Korea, require additional negotiation

2.4.3	Future goals for the establishment of a

and cooperation. Accordingly, the agreement must

transportation logistics network that contributes

be supplemented or renewed. For this, preexisting

to economic development in North Korea

inter-Korean agreements and the memorandum

While the establishment of a transportation logistics

between East and West Germany with regard to

network that contributes to economic development

transportation and travel could be referenced to

in North Korea requires immense monetary cost,

update the agreement.

the economy of North Korea restricts funding

For the facilitation of future inter-Korean

from within, and South Korea cannot pay the

cooperation in transportation and logistics,

entirety of the cost for the transportation logistics

governance regarding cooperation in transportation

infrastructure development either. Accordingly,

and logistics must be created. In other words,

we have examined the funding sources for

governance as a window of communication for

infrastructure projects within and outside of

cooperation and as a means of concrete negotiation

Korea and have examined the applicability of

for the direction of cooperation must be constructed.

those methods to North Korea. For funding

Depending on the nations participating in it, and

through multilateral development banks, we have

depending on its scale, the governance concerning

considered IBRD, IDB, IFC from the World Bank

inter-Korean cooperation in transportation and

group, the Asian Development Bank, and the

logistics may be considered as two steps: first, the

Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank. For funding

governance may be established as a negotiating

from domestic financial organizations, we have

body between South and North Korea, specifically

examined the Korea Overseas Infrastructure &

of that between the government agencies and that

Urban Development Corporation (KIND), the

concerning the practicalities. Second, the governance

Global Infrastructure Fund (GIF), the Global

may be established as a domestic negotiating body,

Plant, Infrastructure, Smart City fund (PIS), and

specifically as a policy negotiating body with both

investment through the sovereign wealth fund.

public and private sectors, and as a policy negotiating

At the same time, inter-Korean connection of

body according to sector.

transportation and exchange is essential for the

Following the establishment of South and

establishment of a transportation logistics system in

North Korea more than 70 years ago, not only

North Korea and actual inter-Korean cooperation

the transportation logistics system per se, but the

with regard to transportation and logistics. However,

relevant legislation also has considerable differences.

fifteen years has passed since South and North Korea

To prevent potential issues, legislative documents
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must be made compatible in the preparatory steps,

of transportation logistics systems between major

and it may be necessary to establish special acts

economic zones and economic zones in North

concerning the relevant infrastructure. On a long-

Korea. For this, we established areas for major

term basis, transportation logistics laws must be

economic hubs in North Korea and analyzed the

integrated between South and North Korea.

current status of transportation logistics systems in
each region. Additionally, we identified the current
status of infrastructure linked to transportation

3.	Conclusion and Applications

logistics systems between economic hubs.

3.1	Conclusion

logistics between major strategic industrial facilities

We examined the current state and trends of the

strategic industry survey targeted six industrial

North Korean economy in regard to national policy,

sectors (steel, non-ferrous metals, electricity, organic

economy and the private sector, and proposed the

chemistry, cement, and textile) and analyzed

methods to establish a transportation logistics

transportation logistics networks between suppliers

system that contributes to economic development in

and major economic hubs.

North Korea.

In Chapter 4, we analyzed transportation
and economic zones in North Korea. The national

In Chapter 5, we identified the direction and

In Chapter 2, we reviewed the current

strategy of the transportation logistics system for

situation regarding North Korea’s economy and

normalizing the North Korean economy. For this,

transportation logistics, the economic development

we first reviewed the direction and considerations

conditions of North Korea, transportation logistics

of the North Korean transportation logistics system,

status and policies of major Northeast Asian

and established a transportation logistics system

countries, and the establishment of transportation

strategy to normalize the North Korean economy.

logistics systems of major transition countries.

Finally, we presented the tasks necessary to promote

Through this, we presented the five following

the North Korean transportation logistics system.

reasons to support the establishment of a
transportation logistics system for the economic
development of North Korea: first, reconstruction

3.2	Policy Applications

of a pre-existing industrial network within North

The policy applications of this study are as below:

Korea; second, the facilitation of market activities

First, we expect that this study will be useful

through increased connectivity between regions;

in future inter-Korean negotiations concerning

third, independent job creation and regional

transportation and logistics, as realistic alternatives

development through developmental projects

through a new perspective in the direction of a

for a transportation network system; fourth,

North Korean transportation logistics system will

the facilitation of external investment; fifth, the

promote a more productive response from North

balanced development of the Korean peninsula and

Korea. Previous studies focused largely upon North

land use.

Korean transportation infrastructure as the means

In Chapter 3, we analyzed the current status

of inter-Korean connectivity and of connectivity
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between the Korean peninsula and continental

and regional economy of North Korea, and the

areas. On the other hand, as this study focuses

associated problems. We expect that this data

on the economic development of North Korea,

will be used as foundational information for the

the alternatives within this study may be more

diagnosis necessary for inter-Korean collaboration

acceptable.

and for study of North Korean regions, and also for

Second, we have partitioned North Korea

determining the future direction.

into ten regions (economic hubs), identified the

Second, the interview of North Korean residents

characteristics of each hub, and analyzed the

and visitors to North Korea as conducted in this

problems associated each region. This will be

study, and the basic materials obtained in this study,

useful in understanding the characteristics of each

will be important as foundational material for

area to derive concrete plans according to the

research on North Korean infrastructure and on the

New Economic Map for the Korean Peninsula. In

measures to ensure balanced development of North

particular, our study will be useful in determining

Korea.

the scope and establishing a strategy for the
implementation of the West Sea Special Economic
District and the East Sea Special Tourist District as
agreed upon in the 9.19 Pyongyang Agreement.
Third, as this study presents transportation

3.4	Limitations of the Study and Future Direction
Our study has the following limitations, which may
be considered in future projects:

and logistics projects taking the relevant policies,

First, it was almost impossible to obtain official

not only of South and North Korea, but also

statistics related to logistics in North Korea. North

surrounding nations such as China and Russia,

Korea has legitimate and illegitimate economies,

it proposes future collaborative projects in

and it is difficult to obtain reliable official statistics,

transportation and logistics in Northeastern

internationally recognized economy of North

Asia and various projects relevant to the global

Korea. An expert commented that due to the

community. Through this, we expect that the

highly closed nature of the North Korean regime,

development of transportation infrastructure and

this statistical information is not available to most

economic development of North Korea may be

employees in the sector, and if it exists, it will only

facilitated. Additionally, this will be useful as an

be accessible to a select few managers. Likewise,

agenda in future meetings for transportation and

statistical information is fragmented, without

logistics cooperation in Northeastern Asia.

integrative management.
Additionally, even though we chose to survey

3.3	Academic Applications

and interview the people escaping from North

The academic applications of this study are as

on the current state of North Korea, it was difficult

below:

to obtain data of the entire North Korean region.

Korea to supplement the insufficient information

First, the data obtained through this study on

Due to the highly closed and controlled regime, it

the characteristics of North Korea according to

is difficult for residents of North Korea to access

region presents the future and current industry

information about regions other than their own. In
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particular, it was difficult to identify experts who

Fourth, due to the continuously deteriorating

could assess and verify the flow of goods between

conditions of the North Korean economy, especially

regions in North Korea.

on a regional scale, the scarcity of goods and the

Third, even though it is necessary to conduct

abnormal transportation across North Korea

interviews with experts and visitors to North Korea

limited our understanding of the logistics system

through field surveys in North Korea and the North

in North Korea. Prior to 1990, North Korea had

Korea-China border for the collection of reliable

a stable logistics system focused on railroads, but

data and assessment of the current situation, the

the logistics system in North Korea has currently

COVID-19 pandemic precluded any survey outside

experienced a collapse outside of the Pyongyang

of Korea. We attempted co-work with Chinese

region. Due to such changes, we were limited in our

experts to survey North Korean residents, but only

understanding of a general representation of the

a small number of people were interviewed.

North Korean logistics system.

